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About Arqiva 
 
Arqiva is the communications infrastructure and media services company operating at the 
heart of the broadcast and mobile communications industry and at the forefront of network 
solutions and services in an increasingly digital world.  Arqiva provides much of the 
infrastructure behind television, radio and wireless communications in the UK and has a 
growing presence in Ireland, mainland Europe and the USA. 
 
The company supports cellular, wireless broadband, video, voice and data solutions for 
public and private sector customers. 
 
Arqiva is a founder member and shareholder of Freeview (Arqiva broadcasts all six Freeview 
multiplexes and is the licensed operator of two of them) and was a key launch technology 
partner for Freesat. We own Connect TV, the first company to launch a live IP streaming 
channel on Freeview.  Arqiva is also the licensed operator of the Digital One – the national 
commercial DAB digital radio multiplex.   
 
Arqiva operates shared radio sites throughout the UK and Ireland including masts, towers 
and rooftops from under 30 to over 300 metres tall as well as a number of international 
satellite teleports.  In Arqiva WiFi we own one of the UK’s largest WiFi hotspot providers that 
enables us to build a unique proposition for WiFi hotspot and outdoor WiFi provision in the 
UK. 
 
Our major customers include the BBC, ITV, Channel 4, Channel 5, BSkyB, Classic FM, the 
four UK mobile operators, the Metropolitan Police, Airwave and the RNLI.   
 
Arqiva is owned by a consortium of long-term investors and has its headquarters in 
Hampshire, with major UK offices in London, Buckinghamshire and Yorkshire.  
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Executive Summary 
 

Arqiva welcomes the opportunity to respond to this consultation and wholly supports the 
policy objectives set-out in Ofcom’s UHF strategy statement of November 20121 from which 
this award process has been developed. The Interim Multiplexes as proposed by Ofcom 
have a critical role to play in ensuring the long term sustainability of the DTT platform. As 
noted by Ofcom the Interim Multiplexes could positively support the benefits of DTT over the 
long term through a faster platform transition to more efficient standards, hence the 
requirement for DVB-T2 and MPEG4 in this award. Furthermore, Ofcom also note that a 
faster DTT platform transition to more efficient broadcast standards could be relevant: 

• from a platform sustainability perspective, as it would contribute to the DTT platform 
having a sufficient amount of  capacity to remain attractive to viewers, supporting its 
continuing public policy role in providing near-universal low cost access to PSB 
content;  

• from a consumer choice perspective, as it would support DTT’s ability to provide a 
wide range of services, including the delivery of additional services over the short to 
medium term; and  

• from a service coverage perspective, as the use of more efficient transmission 
standards will provide greater frequency re-planning flexibility to achieve multiplex 
coverage levels comparable to those of today following the release of the 700 MHz 
band.  

These aspects, as noted by Ofcom, would also enhance the DTT platform’s role over the 
long term in sustaining platform competition, service innovation and price competition which 
further enhances the citizen-consumer benefit.  

Whilst Arqiva welcomes Ofcom’s desire to proceed with the award process as quickly as 
practicable, we have some reservations over the approach adopted which may result in the 
spectrum being awarded in such a manner that the Interim Multiplexes do not deliver the 
policy benefits identified by Ofcom and summarised below: 

• A sustainable DTT platform, assuming clearance of 700 MHz spectrum, delivering 
services on an equivalent coverage and access basis to those experienced by DTT 
consumers today but utilising less spectrum 

• A technical evolution of the platform that will afford it greater flexibility over the 
medium to long term to support a potential expansion in the availability of High 
Definition content on the platform 

• A managed consumer transition of the DTT platform to enhanced technical standards 

• To minimise the risk of poor frequency co-ordination outcomes during International 
negotiation 

                                                
1 “Securing long term benefits from scarce low frequency spectrum UHF strategy statement” dated 16 November 
2012 
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• Offering DTT platform flexibility over the long term to potentially provide higher quality 
services, e.g. 4K, to ensure that the DTT platform remains a competitive alternative to 
other platforms 

To achieve a compliant application the interested parties need to submit both a regulatory 
and technically compliant bid that satisfies the, relatively limited, set of conditions set-out 
below: 

• Services to be technically compatible with existing DTT and PMSE services 

• Coverage obligations of 10% of households within 1 year of licence award and at 
least 50% of households within two years of licence award (including a minimum of 
25% coverage in each of the UK Nations) 

• Services can be offered as Free-To-Air (FTA) and/or Pay, with a minimum of only one 
video stream (as either Standard or High Definition)  

• Licence Fee / AIP 

o Single Applicant: £180,000 administrative charge applied to cover the initial 
term to December 2018 

o Multiple Applicants: Ofcom to run single round sealed bid auction with reserve 
price of £180,000 and second price rule. Minimum charge will be the reserve 
price 

• No restrictions apply to potential applicants 

• Flexibility to determine the number of Multiplexes to be delivered 

Arqiva believes that it is possible to satisfy the above criteria but also fail to maximise the 
impact of the Interim Multiplexes on the long term sustainability of the DTT platform and 
hence undermine the policy objectives set out by Ofcom. In particular, a successful applicant 
could choose to roll-out only one multiplex to serve 50% of households without any HD video 
streams and remain compliant. There is clearly greater scope to extend the reach and the 
relevance of the Interim Multiplexes and with compliant applications submitted alongside the 
consultation responses we encourage Ofcom to consider the issues raised in the 
consultation responses alongside compliant applications in light of Ofcom’s policy objectives 
before progressing to the sealed bid stage. 

[passage below redacted for confidentiality] 
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Award of the 600 MHz spectrum band - 
Including request to stakeholders to 
notify intention to apply 
Detailed responses to consultation questions 
Q1.  Do you agree with our proposal not to include Channel 36 in the spectrum to be 

awarded? 

Yes, with one proviso. 
 
Provided that if in due course the 700 MHz band is to be cleared of DTT services ,Channel 
36 is made available in advance of such a clearance to facilitate the migration of services out 
of the 700 MHz band. In particular the timing of availability should acknowledge the need for 
extra spectrum for “parking bands” during any transition. 
 
Q2.  Do you agree that the 600 MHz band should be awarded as a single ‘lot’? 
 
Yes.   

 

Arqiva believes that all of the 600MHz spectrum band (Channels 31-37 excluding Channel 
36) should be deployed rapidly to deliver DVB-T2 / MPEG4 services to as many households 
as possible to maximise the policy impact of the Interim Multiplexes.  

[passage below redacted for confidentiality] 

Q3. Do you agree that the licence should have an end date of 2026, with a minimum 
term until 31 December 2018 and a clause enabling it to be revoked after that 
date, subject to at least 12 months notice having been given? 

 
Yes.  
 
Arqiva is supportive of the licence end date of 2026, with a minimum initial term to 31 
December 2018. 
 

Q4. Do you agree with the proposed service obligations for the licence, including 
roll-out and coverage obligations to ensure 50% UK coverage (and a minimum 
25% in each UK Nation)? 

 
No.   
 
Arqiva has concerns that the current proposals do not go far enough in terms of maximising 
the positive impact of the Interim Multiplexes in maximising the long term sustainability of the 
DTT platform and hence delivering upon Ofcom’s stated policy objectives.  
 
[passage below redacted for confidentiality] 

 
Figure 1 – Network Roll-out and Service Launch Timing 
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Q5. Do you agree with our proposals to apply a cost-based fee instead of AIP? 
 
Yes. 
 
Arqiva sees merit in sustaining the cost-based fee arrangement for the life of the licence, 
assuming that it continues beyond the initial term, at the currently proposed administrative 
fee of £36,000 p.a. (i.e. £180,000 divided over 5 years).  
 

Q6. Do you have any other comments on the non-technical licence conditions that 
are being proposed? 

 
Yes.  
 
[passage below redacted for confidentiality] 

   
Q7. Do you agree with the technical licence conditions we propose to include in the 

licence? 
 
Yes. 
 
Q8. Do you agree with our proposal not to restrict any party from participating in 

this award process? 
 
Yes. 
 
Although Arqiva believes that the conditions that underpin the award of the Interim 
Multiplexes should ensure the long term sustainability of the DTT platform. 
 
We welcome the scope for existing multiplex operators to be able to take part as they have 
an inherent interest in making the Interim Multiplexes successful, in terms of expanding 
consumer take-up of DVB-T2 and MPEG4 equipment to facilitate a technology transition on 
the DTT platform. Hence DTT multiplex operators’ interests are directly aligned with Ofcom’s 
policy objectives to ensure that DTT is sustainable over the long term, particularly in a future 
scenario where the 700 MHz band is to be cleared. 
 
[passage below redacted for confidentiality] 
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Q9. Do you have any comments on the proposed award process in the case of a 
single compliant Notice of Intention to Apply? 

 
Arqiva welcomes the approach proposed by Ofcom in the case of a single applicant as this 
approach is most likely to result in early services on the Interim Multiplexes being released to 
market and hence the consumer benefit to be maximised. 
 
Q10. Do you have any comments on the proposed award process in the case of 

more than one compliant Notice of Intention to Apply? 
 
Yes. 
 
As has been demonstrated by the Broadcasters and Multiplex Licence Operators, and noted 
by Ofcom in the award consultation section 5.25, the deployment of services in the Interim 
Multiplexes is not a commercial proposition but rather an opportunity to enhance the 
sustainability of the DTT platform over the long term: 
 

Broadcasters and multiplex operators have consistently argued 
that interim use of the 600 MHz band for DTT broadcast use is 
likely to result in net costs rather than net benefits for them, at 
least in the short term.  

 
[passage below redacted for confidentiality] 
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